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Product Singclean ® Disposable Mask Non-Medical

Intended Use Daily protection of public health

Standard GB/T 32610-2016

Material
3 ply-PP nonwoven (outer layer), melt-blown (middle layer), 

PP nonwoven (inner layer)

Size 175*95mm

Type With ear loop

Color Blue

Shelf life 2 years

Specification
10 pcs/bag; 280 bags/box; 2800 pcs/box 

L680*W490*H360mm, 11.3kg

Product Details

Singclean's 3 PLY Protection System

1. The outer PP nonwoven layer: Effectively block the droplets and visible objects

2. The middle filter layer: the heart of mask: Melt-blown fabrics, offers Excellent 

Bacterial Filtration Efficiency

3. The inner PP nonwoven layer: Absorb hot air exhaled, leaving skin dry and 

comfortable to avoid causing irritation or acne



Singclean ® Disposable Mask Advantages and Features

Global Network

Operation Instruction

Precautions

Storage Condition

1. High quality material: excellent filtration, skin-friendly and comfortable

2. Easy Breathability: low resistance to breathing

3. Perfect fitting: stretchable ear loop and adjustable nose clip more fit your face, 

    pose less pressure to ear and face

4. EO sterilization: greatly reduces the level of infectious agents

5. Short delivery time and 24-hour service

Singclean ® Disposable Mask has been exported to 25 countries, 

like UK, Poland, Australia, Lithuania, Hungary.

1. Wash your hands, better with disinfectant.

2. Check the outer and inner side, the side with folds facing downwards of the medical 

    mask should face outwards, with the metallic strip uppermost.

3. Extend the medical mask to fully cover your mouth, nose and chin.

4. Mould the metallic strip over nose bridge to make it fit snugly over the face.

1. This product is not intended to be used in areas such as isolation ward (area), isolation observation 

     ward (area), operating room and isolation intensive care unit.

2. Make sure the mask packaging is intact before use

3. Replace the mask in time, it is not recommended to use the mask for a long time.

4. This mask is for single use, please do not use after it expires.

5. If discomfort or adverse reactions occur from mask use, stop using it.

6. The product should be stored in a dry, ventilated, and non-corrosive gas environment.

7. Recommended use time: 4 hours.

Store in a well ventilated, cool dry place, out of sunlight
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